
Welcome! We are waiting until 11:00 CET to start! 

This session will be recorded!
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Introducing 
simpler 
conversation 
creation in Google 
Chat

The process to create conversations in Chat has been made  much 

simpler by combining the flow for creating one-on-one conversations 

and group conversations. We have removed the “Start group 

conversation” option, and enabling you to create conversations with the 

desired number of recipients right away by simply typing the names of 

the recipient(s). 

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

Jan 11

All SKU’s

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

Yes
Default on?

https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/01/simple-google-chat-creation-web.html
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Check availability 
across multiple 
calendars when 
using 
appointment 
schedules on 
Google Calendar

The appointment scheduling tool is a feature that allows people to 

share their availability via a booking page that can be used by 

colleagues, external stakeholders, clients, and partners to schedule a 

meeting. 

We’re introducing the ability to check and see a visual preview of 

multiple calendars when setting up your appointment schedules. Your 

booking page will show you as unavailable when you’re busy based on 

the calendars you choose. 

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

Jan 24

From Business 
standard

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

Yes
Default on?

https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/01/check-availability-multiple-calendars-appointment-schedules-google-calendar.html
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Introducing new 
Space Manager 
capabilities in 
Google Chat

Space managers have additional capabilities to ensure effective conversations 

take place in spaces: 

● Space configuration: enables space managers to choose if 

members can change space details, such as name, icon, 

description, and guidelines, or turn Chat history on/off for the 

space. 

● Member management: allows space managers to decide if 

members can add or remove members or groups to a space. 

● Conversation moderation: authorizes space managers to 

determine whether members can use @all in a space. 

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

March 13th

All

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

Yes
Default on?

https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/03/new-space-manager-capabilities-google-chat.html
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Enabling 
organizational 
communication 
with 
announcements 
in Google Chat

Space Managers receive the ability to configure spaces for 

sharing organizational announcements. Using the new 

announcement-only configuration, message posting and other 

capabilities are limited to designated Space Managers, who 

can: 

● Create a space with restricted post setting 

● Post 

● Reply in thread 

● Add files 

● Designate another member as a Space Manager 

● Modify the space settings 

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

April 17th

All

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

Yes
Default on?

https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/04/announcements-in-google-chat.html
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Google Calendar 
and Assistant 
Reminders will 
migrate to Google 
Tasks soon

in the coming months, we’ll migrate Reminders from Google Calendar 

and Google Assistant to Google Tasks to create a single experience for 

managing to-dos across Google. 

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

April 12

All

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

Yes
Default on?

For Google Workspace customers: Starting on May 22, 
2023, Assistant and Calendar Reminders will begin to 
automatically migrate to Tasks for users that have not 
already migrated.

https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/02/calendar-and-assistant-reminders-to-tasks-migration.html
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Several Meet 
updates

● View speaker notes while presenting Google Slides in Google Meet

● New in-meeting reactions for Google Meet

● Easily share access to presented content in Google Meet with all 

attendees

● Include captions with a Google Meet video recording

● Use new immersive backgrounds and styles for Google Meet on the 

web

● Improving accessibility of the “connect device” feature on Google 

Meet hardware devices

● Expanding noise cancellation in Google Meet to more devices

● External label for Google Meet participants

● Provide custom Google Meet background images for your users

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

Jan-March

Depending on the 
feature

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

Yes
Default on?

https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/01/view-google-slides-speaker-notes-in-google-meet.html
https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/01/view-google-slides-speaker-notes-in-google-meet.html
https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/01/content-sharing-improvements-google-meet.html
https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/02/add-captions-to-google-meet-recordings.html
https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2021/11/new-immersive-backgrounds-and-styles-for-google-meet.html
https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/02/improved-discoverability-for-connect-device-feature-google-meet.html
http://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/02/improved-discoverability-for-connect-device-feature-google-meet.html
http://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/02/google-meet-android-noise-cancellation-expansion.html
http://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/03/external-label-for-google-meet.html
http://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/03/custom-admin-provided-google-meet-backgrounds.html
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New option to view 
non-printing 
characters in Google 
Docs

You can choose to display non-printing characters in 

order to see how a document is laid out. When 

turned on, you will see symbols or text to represent 

the following: 

● Paragraph/Hard break 

● Line/Soft break 

● Section break 

● Page break 

● Column break 

● Tab 

● Space 

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

Jan 9
(March 6 Rollout resumed)

Yes
Default on?

All SKU’s

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/01/%20non-printing-characters-google-docs.html
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Google Sheets adds 
powerful new 
functions for 
advanced analysis

Last year, we launched Named functions, along with 

several powerful functions in Google Sheets, including 

LAMBDA and XLOOKUP. 

Today, we’re excited to announce 11 additional functions 

that will introduce new concepts, provide you with more 

efficient functions, and help with more advanced analysis: 

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

Feb 1

Yes
Default on?

All Workspace 
SKU’s

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/01/google-sheets-powerful-functions-advanced-analysis.html
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Improving Filters in 
Google Sheets

2 updates for the filter views have been introduced:

First, there will be a summary of the rows remaining after a 

filter is applied in Sheets. You will now see the number of rows 

that are displayed in the bottom right margin.

Second, with the new option to directly apply filters from the 

right-click menu, filters are now more accessible and 

discoverable. 

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

March 3

Yes
Default on?

All SKU’s

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/03/release-notes-03-03-2023.html
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Move folders from My 
Drive to shared drives

we’re introducing a feature that allows end users to move 

folders from My Drive into shared drives. 

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

March 23

Yes
Default on?

All SKU’s

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

https://support.google.com/drive/answer/13045066
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Find files quicker with 
search chips in Google 
Drive

We’re introducing search chips in Drive that enable you to 

filter by criteria like file type, owner, and last modified 

date. Filtering by these criteria helps you narrow down 

and find relevant files faster in any view throughout Drive. 

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

March 30

Yes
Default on?

All SKU’s

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2022/11/sharing-suggestions-google-drive.html


Admin
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Jan 11th

Within the Google Cloud Console, you can now view and manage all Google 

Workspace API activity. Here, you’ll find a centralized view of which APIs are 

currently running and their associated requests. You can also easily perform 

common actions such as:

● Monitoring aggregated metrics for APIs, including traffic, errors, and 

latency.

● Viewing and adjusting quotas as needed.

● Managing API credentials.

● Finding other available APIs, tutorials and documentation.

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

Yes*
(But needs implementation)

Default on?

All SKU’sLive

Manage all Google 
Workspace API activity 
from a single location

https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/01/google-workspace-api-activity-google-cloud-console.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mp9BIGCQ1a8
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Feb 17th

We’re giving admins more control over whether warning banners for 

incoming email messages are displayed for their end users. Specifically, 

admins can chose to disable spam filters and hide warning banners for:

All users

A specific allowlist of senders

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

Yes*
(But needs implementation)

Default on?

All SKU’sLive

Control the visibility of 
warning banners in 
Gmail with a new 
admin control

All Workspace SKU’s

http://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/02/admin-setting-for-gmail-warning-banners.html
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March 15th

To further improve security for our customers, we are changing the default 

session length to 16 hours for existing Google Cloud customers. Note that 

this update refers to managing user connections to Google Cloud services 

(e.g. Google Cloud console), not connections to Google services (e.g. Gmail 

on the web). 

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

Needs implementation
Default on?

All SKU’sLive

Improving your 
security with shorter 
Session Length 
defaults

Available to all Google Workspace and 
Cloud Identity customers, as well as 
legacy G Suite Basic and Business 
customers

https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/03/google-cloud-session-length-default-update.html
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March 29th

Google Chat apps integrate with productivity tools, enable you to collaborate 

with others, and can also help automate your work. Admins can install Chat 

apps for direct messages on behalf of users within their domain from the 

Workspace Marketplace

What is it or what is changing?

Date of release

Google SKUs this feature
available/affecting

Yes*
(But needs implementation)

Default on?

All SKU’sLive

Admins can install 
Chat apps for use in 
direct messages

All SKU’s without 
nonprofits and personal 
accounts

https://workspaceupdates.googleblog.com/2023/03/admins-install-chat-apps-for-use-in-direct-messages.html


Recent 
Blog posts
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Recent blog posts

https://gcloud.devoteam.com/?s=blog
https://gcloud.devoteam.com/blog/do-you-need-a-backup-tool-with-google-workspace/
https://gcloud.devoteam.com/blog/what-is-google-apps-manager-gam/
https://gcloud.devoteam.com/blog/how-to-implement-data-loss-prevention-dlp-for-google-drive/
https://gcloud.devoteam.com/blog/three-change-management-tips-for-2023/
https://gcloud.devoteam.com/blog/conditional-aware-access-on-cloud-applications/


Thank you.




